AbstractÐWe present a novel data organization for disk arraysÐSegmented Information Dispersal (SID). SID provides protection against disk failures while ensuring that the reconstruction of the missing data requires only relatively small contiguous accesses to the available disks. SID has a number of properties that make it an attractive solution for fault-tolerant video servers. Under fault-free conditions, SID performs as well as RAID 5 and organizations based on balanced incomplete block designs (BIBD). Under failure, SID performs much better than RAID 5 since it significantly reduces the size of the disk accesses performed by the reconstruction process. SID also performs much better than BIBD by ensuring the contiguity of the reconstruction accesses. Contiguity is a very significant factor for video retrieval workloads, as we demonstrate in this paper. We present SID data organizations with a concise representation which enables the reconstruction process to efficiently locate the needed video and check data.
INTRODUCTION
D IGITAL video server systems must provide timely delivery of video stream data to an ensemble of users, even in degraded modes in which one or more system disks are not operational. One design problem is the following: For a given set of disks, which video data layout can provide this service while avoiding buffer starvation and overflow as well as providing fault tolerance? We present a novel data layout scheme to solve this problem. These layouts can greatly reduce the added workload served by the operational disks when the disk array experiences failures.
The most widely considered approaches for this problem are based on RAID 5 or RAID 3 data layouts [21] . The staggered striping data organization of Berson et al. provides effective disk bandwidth utilization for both small and large workloads [4] . The video servers studied by Berson et al. [3] employ a RAID 5 data layout and utilize a modified and expanded read schedule in degraded mode requiring additional buffering. There can be transition difficulties in which data is not delivered on time. A method proposed by Vin et al. [28] does not rely on RAID 5 parity redundancy, but on redundancy properties of the video data itself. Streaming RAID of Tobagi et al. is one of the first commercial video servers [26] . There has been considerable work on disk array declustering as well; much of this centers on studies and application of balanced incomplete block designs BIBD [11] to transaction processing with workload characteristics vastly different from those of video streams. This includes the work of Holland and Gibson [14] , Ng and Mattson [18] , Reddy et al. [22] , Alvarez et al. [1] , [2] , as well as Schwarz et al. [25] . Disk array declustering for video servers based on BIBD has been considered by Cohen [9] and, independently, by Ozden et al. [20] . The very recent overlay striping data layout of Triantafillou and Faloutsos [27] maintains high throughput across a wide range of workloads by ªdynamicallyº selecting an appropriate stripe size.
A considerable advantage of our data layout scheme is that it achieves a large number of concurrent streams while requiring only small buffering per stream. At the same time, the layouts are simple and obtain load balancing across the system in spite of vastly differing preferences for various ªmovies.º Moreover, we obtain reasonable performance in degraded operation with one or more disk failures without adverse effects on the faultfree performance. The cost of this degraded performance improvement is additional storage space.
This paper is an elaboration of the abstract presented within the ACM Multimedia Conference, November 1996 [7] . The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 contains an example of various candidate data layout schemes for video servers, Section 3 presents our segmented information dispersal data layout, Section 4 contains our analysis of the performance results where we determine the buffer space required per video stream for RAID 3, RAID 5, and SID, the effect of varying the dispersal factor, and the impact of discontiguous data layouts. We present several video server designs in Section 5. Our conclusions are given within the final section.
DESIGN ALTERNATIVES OVERVIEW
To familiarize the reader with our approach and demonstrate its simplicity, we describe the architecture of a simple dedicated video server consisting of five disks. The disk array contains only video and check data; system files and metadata are stored elsewhere. Movies are divided into equal sized portions referred to as slices. We use this terminology to emphasize the difference between our approach, in which the size of each redundant data fragment is typically smaller than the size of a slice, and the RAID 5 approach, in which the sizes of slices and redundant data fragments are exactly the same. Each slice is stored contiguously (except for the RAID 3 organization.) Our approach is directly applicable to constant bit rate and variable bit rate compression schemes such as MPEG-1 [16] and MPEG-2 [13] , [15] . For MPEG encoded movies, a slice size is typically a few hundred kilobytes.
The videos are stored using disk striping, a technique in which consecutive slices are allocated to the disks in a round-robin fashion except for RAID 3. Two immediate benefits are that this approach allows presentation of multiple concurrent streams and that the approach provides load balancing across the disks without knowledge of access frequencies for the stored videos. The RAID 3 data layout provides fine-grain striping, while the other data layouts provide coarse-grain striping. Finegrain striping works well for very lightly loaded systems, but coarse-grain striping is much better for heavily loaded systems [6] , [10] , [27] .
Our scheme provides for the inevitable disk failure. We present the single failure resilient version here, but multiple failures can be accommodated [9] . For all the schemes presented here, the redundancy calculations utilize the ubiquitous and efficient exclusive-or operation.
We present four distinct data layouts; the first is an array of data disks often referred to as ªjust a bunch of disksº (JBOD), the second is RAID 3, the third is RAID 5, and, finally, an example of our scheme, segmented information dispersal (SID). Each layout has some advantages and disadvantages which we mention as well. For ªlargerº video servers, one approach utilizes several instances of these data organizations; we will consider such examples in the design section of the paper. We assume that all video materials will be stored within the server. Typically, our servers will be able to service more streams than the number of full length videos stored within them. We assume the server contains the most frequently requested video materials and many clients will be independently requesting access to the same video. We return to these points in the final section of the paper.
The JBOD data organization is shown in Fig. 1 . The notation xXy designates slice y of movie x. The round-robin assignment of slices to disks achieves load balancing. The scheme utilizes 100 percent of the storage capacity of the five disks for video data. However, a disk failure results in a nondelivered slice every fifth delivery for all movies; it essentially results in complete loss of service. The shaded slice indicates a typical fault-free access for a single video stream.
The RAID 3 data organization [21] is shown in Fig. 2 . Each slice is decomposed into four fragments, each residing on a distinct disk. The notation xXyXz designates fragment z of slice y of movie x, and xXy denotes the check data of the fragments of slice y of movie x (e.g., IXH IXHXH È IXHXI È IXHXP È IXHXQ.) The data within the shaded rectangles is read in parallel by all disks. The use of slice fragments also achieves load balancing. The scheme utilizes 80 percent of its storage capacity for video data. The array can accommodate a single disk failure. The shaded slice fragments indicate the typical fault-free access for a single video stream. No degradation of performance occurs since the parity can be computed fast enough. Note that we will always access the parity data (even though it is not shaded) in parallel with the video slice data. However, this organization suffers from poor fault-free performance due to the dedicated parity disk, which is not utilized under the fault-free mode, and the cumulative effects of fine-grained striping.
The RAID 5 data organization [21] is shown in Fig. 3 . Individual slices are stored contiguously on single disks; consecutive slices are stored in round-robin fashion. xXy denotes slice y of movie x. xXz denotes the parity of the slices y such that z yaR for movie; x that is, for the slices that appear in the same row. The shaded slice indicates the typical fault-free access for a single video stream. The RAID 5 data layout obtains load balancing and the scheme utilizes 80 percent of its storage capacity for video data. The array can accommodate a single disk failure. This organization has good fault-free performance, but it suffers from poor performance under failure since the workload on the surviving disks doubles. The doubling arises by assuming only that the read load is evenly divided among the disks. Each surviving disk will have to read one additional slice for each video stream that was to be serviced by the failed disk. Here, xXz xXRz È xXRz I È xXRz P È xXRz QY xXz resides on disk R À z mod S. The SID data organization is shown in Fig. 4 . Individual slices are stored contiguously on single disks; consecutive slices are stored in a round-robin fashion. Each slice has an associated redundant check data fragment. In this configuration, the redundant data is one-half the size of the slice. (In this paragraph, any attribute of SID that depends on this example will be associated with the phrase ªin this configuration.º) Each slice is logically partitioned into two equal sized data fragments in this configuration. The notation p xXyXz designates data fragment y of slice z of movie x and xXz denotes the check fragment stored on the disk with data fragments p xXHXz and p xXIXz. The slice xXz from Fig. 4 is exactly the data fragments p xXHXz and p xXIXz juxtaposed. In this configuration, if d z mod S (the disk on which the slice is stored) and r zaS (the slice ªrow numberº within the data layout), then xXz p xXHXd I mod S Sr È p xXIXd R mod S SrY thus, for example,
The shaded fragments are contiguous and represent a typical slice access under fault-free operation. Now, for example, if disk 3 fails, we can reconstruct p IXHXQ and p IXIXQ by accessing fragments IXP, p IXIXI, IXR, and p IXHXH. Since each redundant fragment is only one-half the size of a slice, the incremental workload will be considerably smaller than for a RAID 5 layout.
One possible read scheduling is now described. Time during video presentation is divided into equal-duration reading cycles when exactly one slice is read for each stream from a disk. 1 In the case of RAID 3 organizations, for each slice, the data is obtained by reading from all disks but one. Consequently, the remainder of this discussion does not apply to RAID 3. The streams being serviced by the video server are partitioned into groups which we call cohorts. Each cohort has an associated service list of slices (and fragments under degraded mode of operation) to be read during the reading cycle. Since video slice data is allocated in a round-robin fashion, cohorts logically cycle through the disks moving from one disk to the next at the start of each reading cycle. Each cohort has a maximum number of streams it can contain; this number will be limited by the buffer space and by the capability of the disk drives composing our video server. When the number of streams in a cohort is lower than this maximum number, the cohort contains one or more free slots. When the display of a new stream needs to be initiated, the system waits until a cohort with a free slot is about to be served by the disk where the first slice of the requested movie resides; the new stream is then incorporated into this cohort service list. When a stream ends, it is dropped from its cohort; this results in a free slot which can be used to initiate another new stream. Fig. 5 shows an example of reading cycles along with their cohort service lists in a RAID 5 or SID video server with five disks. In this example, a cohort may contain up to four streams; there are currently three free slots.
We conclude our discussion by noting again the load reduction exemplified by our SID example above. The load reduction occurs by reducing the size of the reconstruction reads; this reduces the transfer time, which is a dominant component of the buffer replenishment latency. Suppose that disk 3 is inoperative during reading cycle t I. The SID reconstruction equations for disk 3 slice fragments are:
where x designates the movie and j ! H the slice row number within the data layout. The revised SID service lists are illustrated within Fig. 6 ; the fragments to the right of the semicolon in reading cycle t I are one-half the size of the slices. The RAID reconstruction invariants are expressed as xXj È xXRj È xXRj I È xXRj P È xXRj Q HY where x designates the movie and j ! H the data layout row number. The revised RAID service lists are illustrated within Fig. 7 . Under failure, SID and RAID 5 behave quite differently; within RAID 5 the reading cycle would be longer since all objects accessed are the same size while SID's additional accesses are all much smaller.
Within SID, the slices PXV, TXIQ, and IXQ are calculated by noting that xXQ Sj consists of p xXHXQ Sj and p xXIXQ Sj juxtaposed. These calculations are performed at the conclusion of reading cycle t I. SID calculations:
The SID data organization provides a middle ground between the two well-known extremes, RAID level 1 and RAID level 5, as well as capturing the goal outlined at the end of the previous section. The nY q À sh design has parameters n and q designating the number of disks within the array and the dispersal factor, respectively. We give a functional description of the scheme here; a formal description is given in [8] . Every slice contains k Á q data bytes composed of q juxtaposed fragments each of size k bytes; a slice of data is stored contiguously on a single disk. The dispersal factor q designates the number of juxtaposed fragments constituting a slice. The parameter k is not central to our discussion other than it determines the slice size. Every slice of data has an associated check fragment consisting of k bytes that is stored on the same disk as the slice. The check fragment value is the exclusive-or of q data fragments each residing on one of q other disks. The fragments, composing the check fragments provide single disk failure tolerance. That is, any slice of data can be reconstructed by accessing the surviving disks and obtaining at most one fragment (k bytes) from each. SID requires the check fragments, as well as data fragments, have size k bytes. However, the typical data access, in fault-free operation, transfers a slice (k Á q bytes of data) residing on a single disk. The redundancy ratio, measuring the ratio of the size of the check data to the size of the check plus user data, is Iaq I for the SID schemes; in RAID 1, it is IaP and in RAID 5, it is Ian. In our overview examples, the SY P À sh of Fig. 4 has a redundancy ratio of IaQ and the five disk RAID 5 in Fig. 3 has a redundancy ratio of IaS. An approach to obtaining suitable SID data layouts is presented immediately after discussing the relationship between n and q. Suppose a slice of k Á q bytes must be recovered. Each of its q fragments resides within one of q check fragments. Furthermore, each of these check fragments requires q À I other data fragments so we can obtain the desired fragment. Thus, we must accessÀ I q P fragments each of size k. If each of these fragments resides on a distinct disk and we include the failed disk, we obtain n ! q P IX I Thus, we see that q cannot be any larger than n À I p within the SID scheme. We will refer to this inequality as the necessary condition. As a technical aside, we note that there are at most four designs in which equality holds, i.e., n equals q P I. These are SID designs for q equal to P, Q, U, and possibly SU. Our previous SID example is the q equals 2 case. A significant consequence of q being less than n À I p is that, during degraded operation, the reconstruction work is evenly distributed over only q P disks rather than the surviving n À I. Consequently, we must forgo our desire to evenly distribute the reconstruction workload over all surviving disks other than in the three (or possibly four) exceptional cases. The nonexistence of q P IY q À sh designs is discussed in detail within [8] ; this follows from known graph theoretic results regarding the nonexistence of q À regulr graphs with q P I nodes and girth 5, referred to as strongly regular graphs, except for q equal to P, Q, U, and possibly SU.
One approach to obtaining SID designs is exhaustive search together with backtracking; this will obtain any and all such designs, but it is an enormous computational task. The technique we present now, referred to as separated difference sets, provides nY q À sh designs in which q is reasonably large, but not necessarily maximal.
integers less than n satisfying the following condition: Let h be the set of all differences between ordered pairs of distinct elements of g,
The name designates the fact that each of the q Â q À I differences must be distinct and they must also differ from the q elements of g. Separated difference sets are very straightforward to construct, even by exhaustive search. As an example, we consider a SY P À h in which g is fIY Rg; then the difference set h is fPY Qg and we see that g h contains the necessary four elements. As a slightly larger example, we consider an nY Q À h design; here, g could be fIY RY n À Ig. Then, the difference set h is fPY QY SY n À SY n À QY n À Pg and the union of the two contains the required nine elements provided n is at least II.
An nY q À h immediately provides an nY q À sh design. The elements of the g set designate offsets for the parity calculations. There are n disks, labeled HY IY F F F Y n À I, each containing slice and check data. Each slice z consists of q juxtaposed fragments denoted p HYz Y p IYz Y Á Á Á Y p qÀIYz ; the associated parity fragment z contains the exclusive-or of the following data fragments:
where d z mod n (the disk on which slice z resides) and r zan (the ªrow numberº of slice z in the layout). This notation is the same as in Section 2 except the movie number is omitted. The elements of the g set determine only the offsets for parity. The selection of fragments is arbitrary provided all are covered within the design. The explicit choices above cover all the data fragments in the SID design. Our example in Fig. 4 is based on the SY P À h in which g is fIY Rg. A slightly larger example is presented at the end of this section.
We now verify that the data layouts constructed above are viable SID designs. We show that the reconstruction of a slice z will entail fetching q P fragments on q P distinct disks within our SDS-based SID design. We have noted in determining inequality (1) above that q P fragments must be accessed. The following set of parity fragments contain stripe data for z :
where, as before, d z mod n and r zan . Parity fragment dÀimodnnr was computed using the following data fragments:
First, we show that the set of disks containing the data fragments within dÀimodnnr , which reside on disks d À i j mod n for H j`q, are distinct from the disks containing stripe data for z . Otherwise, we have d À i j d À k mod n for some j and k. The expression d À k mod n denotes a parity disk listed in (3) and the expression d À i j mod n denotes a disk, listed in (4), containing the fragment data needed by the parity disk d À k mod n. However, this cannot happen within an SDS construction since we would have a difference i À j equivalent to an offset k and this would diminish the cardinality of g h.
The other possibility is that the set of disks containing the fragments within dÀ i modnnr and dÀ j modnnr includes disk d as well as at least one other disk in common. Then, we would have d À i k d À j h mod n with i T j, k T i, and h T j. Each expression denotes a disk that contains a data fragment for the ith or jth parity disk. However, this cannot happen within an SDS construction since we would have a pair of equivalent differences which would diminish the cardinality of g h. Thus, our SDSbased SID data layouts operate as claimed. Table 1 presents SDS-based SID designs for S n IHH. For each value of n, the table shows the obtained q and the set of SDS offsets. These SDS configurations were obtained via computer search. For certain values of n, a higher dispersal factor appears in parentheses. For these cases, a solution with a higher dispersal factor is known [8] , but it cannot be specified using the SDS representation.
We conclude the section with a slightly larger example design: a IIY Q À h-based SID design. In this data layout, 25 percent of the disk space is devoted to redundant data. However, the performance, under single disk failure, is much better than that of a 4 disk RAID level 5 data layout, also with 25 percent of the disk space devoted to redundant data; we consider server performance in detail in the next section. Fig. 8 presents the parity calculations for the first slice ªrowº of the data layout. The next rows follow the same pattern obtained by using the SDS fIY RY IHg (e.g.,
The reconstruction calculations for a failed disk access fragments on nine of the 10 surviving disks. Fig. 9 presents the calculation scheme for failed disk 3; one fragment is obtained from disks 0, 1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, and 10.
PERFORMANCE RESULTS
We conducted a study which compares the performance of several possible data organizations. Our results concern the buffer size per stream requirements for various data layout Our reading cycle is flexible and we utilize the following seek optimization implementation, referred to as the ªnearest ruleº [5] , to minimize the expected actuator movement:
1. Sort the slices according to the cylinder location. 2. Determine the distance between the current position of the actuator and first and last slices of the sorted list. Move actuator to the cylinder of the slice at the closest end of the service list. 3. Access the slices according to the sorted list.
Seek the closest extreme (innermost or outermost)
cylinder of the disk. We employ the parameters provided by disk manufacturers to determine disk seek times. Seek time models have two distinct domains [12] , [23] : One is the square root portion and the other is the affine portion. The boundary between the two portions is designated by .
Let the maximum possible seek distance be denoted by d mx (i.e., the number of cylinders minus 1). We estimate the time required to seek d cylinders as follows:
Since we know the the track-to-track, maximum, and average seek times, denoted t min , t mx , and t ve , respectively, let X be a random variable which measures the lengths of seeks in a random seek workload for the disk and let g d mx I be the number of cylinders. The probability of a length d seek is determined as follows:
which is calculated assuming all pairs of cylinders are equally likely. We can now find u I , v I , u P , and v P by solving the following system of four linear equations:
The last equation arises at the boundary between the two regions within the seek time model. Of course, if the disk manufacturer provides these model parameters, these calculations are unnecessary. Typically, manufacturers provide only t mx , t min , and t ve values. Table 2 summarizes our disk parameter nomenclature as well as providing typical values.
Since we will be reading several slices in one sweep across the cylinders, we must determine the maximum seek latency per disk. Assuming that we read m data objects in the sweep and that we use our seek optimization, this results in m I seeks per reading cycle. It is easy to show that the worst-case seek latency occurs when the actuator starts at one extreme cylinder, makes m I equidistant stops, finally ending at the other extreme. Then, the maximum total seek latency m in a reading cycle with m streams per cohort is:
Finally, we are left to determine the video slice size. We calculate the worst case time, denoted mY , required for reading m data objects of size . Within an n disk RAID 5 or SID organization, each data object will be a slice of size ; in a RAID 3 organization, each data object will be of size an À I. Accordingly, the number of streams supported within the RAID 5 or SID organization is nm and, within the RAID 3 organization, the number is exactly m. We determine by summing the worst case seek, transfer, and rotational latencies; consequently, these expressions all have the same form. There are three new terms within these expressions: t r denotes the worst case disk rotational latency in milliseconds, r t denotes the minimum transfer rate in kilobytes per second, and, finally, w min denotes the Fig. 8. (11, 3) -SDS-based SID data parity calculation scheme. Fig. 9. (11, 3) -SDS-based SID reconstruction calculation scheme for disk 3. minimal track size in kilobytes (KB). 
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The expression denotes the worst case seek latency, the term t r aIHHH denotes the worst case rotational latency, the term ar t denotes the worst case transfer time, and, finally, daw min e t min aIHHH denotes the time to do track-to-track moves within a slice. The last three expressions are all multiplied by m within the RAID 5 or SID without failure expression. Within the RAID 5 with failure expression, these expressions are multiplied by Pm since each disk will be providing exactly twice as many slices. The SID with failure expression has two expressions beyond the seek cost; one is identical to SID without failure and the second has fragment size aq rather than sized transfers. Finally, the RAID 3 with or without failure is similar to the RAID 5 without failure except the stripe width of D + 1 and the size ah of each accessed object. The RAID 3 organization differs from the others in that each disk contributes to each stream; all seeks and rotational latencies contribute to the length of the reading cycle. This feature makes RAID 3 a less attractive data organization. To avoid starvation, the slice size must be large enough so the time to display a slice ar is no smaller than the time to access the next slice; here, r denotes the display consumption rate in kilobytes per second. For SID and RAID 5, we must determine for a given number of streams m, the smallest such that ! mY r X Similarly, for RAID 3, we must determine the smallest such that ! mY ah r X We shall refer to each of these inequalities as the continuity condition. Once we obtain a suitable value of , we know the buffer size per stream: P. This selection of will minimize the buffering requirements. The reading cycle length t is ar seconds. By allocating a buffer of P kilobytes for each stream, we can guarantee The search for begins at this lower bound; the value of is doubled until ! mY r . Then, we do a binary search to obtain the smallest acceptable . The model described above applies to constant bit rate (CBR) compression where the consumption rate r is fixed. Variable bit rate (VBR) compression can be accommodated as well by making some adjustments. We set the consumption rate used in our model to the maximum consumption rate and compute the slice size as described above. Movies are stored on the disks exactly as in the CBR case (i.e., a round-robin distribution of equal size slices). This will result in a variable display time for slices. To address this issue, during each reading cycle, at most one slice of size is read for each stream. If the buffer for a stream already contains more than bytes no slice is read; otherwise, a slice is read. Recall that the buffer size per stream is P. Clearly, this policy does not suffer from buffer overflow. Buffer starvation does not occur even if no slice is read since this happens only if the buffer for the stream already contains bytes, which is enough data to display until the next replenishment.
Our performance study determines the buffer requirements per video stream for SID as well as RAID 3 and 5. The following figures give the results of our calculations for some typical SID as well as RAID 3 and 5 configurations. The disk parameters were based on the performance characteristics of Quantum Atlas II, Seagate Cheetah, and IBM UltraStar disks. Table 2 contains our parameter values. Fig. 10 shows how the buffering requirement per stream varies with the total number of concurrent streams for a disk array with 12 disks and a video consumption rate of 4 Mbits/sec. The figure presents the performance of three data organizations: RAID 3, RAID 5, and SID. The redundancy ratio for all three organizations is IaR (i.e., the RAID 3 and RAID 5 layouts consist of three parity groups of size four and the SID layout has a dispersal factor of three.) Striping of size (slice sized) is utilized in RAID 5 and SID; striping within RAID 3 has size ah. Accordingly, for SID and RAID 5, each point is for a multiple of 12 streams; for RAID 3, each point is for a multiple of three streams. The poor performance of the RAID 3 organization (both with and without failure) and the RAID 5 organization under failure is noted and we return to this comparison in the next section. In both Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 , the perceived discontinuites for RAID 3 arise because the points are so close together; with the wider spacing (more streams per ensemble), the ªdiscontinuitesº are less pronounced.
We note that both RAID 3 and RAID 5 provide a higher degree of fault tolerance in this configuration since they protect against one disk failure per stripe while SID protects against one failure in the entire disk array. For a fixed level of fault tolerance, SID requires a higher redundancy rate than RAID 3 or RAID 5, but it provides a significantly higher level of performance under failure. The same level of fault tolerance as that of RAID 3 or RAID 5 can be achieved by dividing the disk array into SID groups in the same manner that RAID 3 and RAID 5 arrays are divided into parity groups. Since a large number of disks is desirable for performance reasons, regardless of the data organization used, and since current and future disks offer a very high capacity, trading some amount of storage space for a significantly higher level of performance under disk failure is very acceptable. Fig. 11 shows the performance of a disk array with 90 disks. The redundancy rate for these data organizations is IaW (i.e., the RAID 3 and RAID 5 layouts consist of 10 parity groups of size nine and the SID layout has a dispersal factor of eight.) The impact of using SID in this case is considerably larger than in the previous case because of the higher dispersal factor. For RAID 5 and SID, each point is a multiple of 90 streams and, for RAID 3, each point is a multiple of 10 streams. In this situation, if we limit the buffer size per stream to 10 MB, the SID data organization supports up to 1980 streams under failure, while RAID 5 only supports at most 1,080 streams.
The impact of the dispersal factor is illustrated in Fig. 12 . We see, as expected, that performance improves as the dispersal factor increases, but diminishing returns are obtained once the dispersal factor is high enough to make latencies other than the transfer time dominate. In our disk model, the RAID 5 data organization services at most 12 streams per disk under failure.
An important advantage of SID when compared to BIBD layouts is the guarantee of contiguous reconstruction reads. Fig. 13 shows the impact of discontiguity on the performance. The different curves correspond to different numbers of accesses performed during the reconstruction of a video slice. With SID, only one access is performed, but we studied the performance for larger numbers of accesses in order to determine the impact of the discontiguity exhibited by BIBD layouts. We see that even a small amount of discontiguity seriously affects the performance. Once the number of accesses per reconstruction data object increases beyond four, the performance becomes even worse than that of RAID 5 (which requires reading larger, but contiguous, pieces of data).
VIDEO SERVER DESIGN
A video server should support a prespecified number of concurrent, independent streams with a low cost. We present SID-based cost optimal designs for a 1,000 stream video server for different varieties of technologies. One design is based on circa 1996 disk drive technology and the other is based on circa 1998 technology. Thus, SID-based video server designs can successfully accommodate a range of disk technologies. A similar RAID 5-based design was presented by Ozden et al. [19] using circa 1996 component technologies and costs. We begin by reviewing their results, where they obtain a cost optimal RAID 5 video server for 1,000 streams containing 44 disks in which each disk services up to 23 clients. We calculate, using similar analysis, that the reading cycle t is approximately 844 ms and the buffer space per stream per reading cycle is 159 KB. Our analysis uses a more realistic (and larger) assessment of the total seek time per reading cycle. We determine that each (of 46 disks) will be able to service up to 22 clients per reading cycle. Consequently, our values for t and differ slightly from theirs. This fault-free configuration costs $81,553 with a component cost of $1,500 per 2GB disk and $40 per MB of RAM. This RAID 5 design cannot accommodate the inevitable disk failures gracefully; with a single disk failure, this design will fail to service the 1,000 clients in a timely fashion. Our calculations show that, by increasing the buffer space per stream, the cost optimal design contains 84 disks with PSW KB. This configuration costs $146,415. The greater cost provides additional reliability; our cost assessment is independent of the RAID stripe width. With smaller stripe widths, we gain additional reliability due to the additional redundant data stored, but, at the same time, lose client data storage capacity. Ozden et al. [20] have considered single failure tolerant architectures for continuous media servers which employ BIBD declustered data layouts. They conclude their article with results for a 32 disk fault-tolerant video server. The stripe width varies over 2, 4, 8, 16 , and 32 and the buffer space size is either 256 KB or 2 GB. They show that, with 2 GB of buffer space, their server supports less than 700 streams in degraded mode.
Using circa 1996 technologies, we present cost optimal SID-based data layouts for a 1,000 client server. For faultfree operation, our analysis for t and will be the same as given above since SID and RAID 5 behave identically in this mode. The server configuration cost will ultimately be determined by the dispersal factor q, which we will let range from two to eight. We determine to meet the continuity condition as well as select a suitable SID design Table 1 . These results are summarized in Table 4 . The costs continue to be reduced for larger q but we cannot meet our necessary condition n ! q P I. The designs within Table 1 indicate that a SQY T À h design is possible. Any of these hardware configurations is less expensive than the RAID 5 configuration. Remaining issues include the reliability and video storage capacity. Each of our video server configurations presented above tolerates a single failed disk. We can improve the reliability by using g b I stripes within the disk array, each of which is a SID-based design. We may stray slightly from optimal cost; however, the additional cost buys reliability. For each q, we select n H to be the smallest value to meet our necessary condition as well as a multiple gn H , that is, the smallest value at least equal to the number of disks in the q dispersal cost optimal layout. Table 5 contains some such configurations, together with their costs. The resulting designs have improved reliability since, with g groups, the video server will tolerate some configurations of up to g concurrent disk failures. Finally, we note the video storage capacity is nd q À Iaq. Now, we consider a video server design for 1,000 clients using the circa 1998 disk drives. First, we present the cost optimal fault-free SID design which contains 42 disks, is 1,097 KB and the reading cycle period is PIRP ms; the cost is $33,719 with component costs for RAM of $2 per MB and $700 per 9GB disk. This configuration will suffice for either a RAID 5 or SID data layout. Second, we present several cost optimal single failure tolerant SID designs for various dispersal factors. Table 6 summarizes these designs. The q I entry designates the RAID 5 configuration. Since n is small in these cost optimal designs and we must meet the continuity condition, only a few q values need be considered. As an aside, slightly larger q values would give rise to only slightly less costly component configurations in Table 6 . Table 7 contains several feasible variation designs with g b I groups having costs close to optimal.
Finally, we demonstrate the reliability and storage capacity for a pair of these designs: the design (A) consists of nine UY P À h data layouts and, (B) seven stripe width 12 RAID 5 data layouts. The redundancy ratio for (A) is 1/3 and, for, (B) 1/12; the storage capacity for, (A) is TQ Â PaQ Â d RPd MB and, for, (B) is VR Â IIaIP Â d UUd MB. We note the mean time to data loss (MTTDL) for the SDS-based data layout is HXHUTRVUa!, which is greater than the MTTDL for the RAID based design, which is HXHRWWURa!; here ! designates the failure rate for a single disk. The MTTDL values are determined assuming that no repair is done; none of our design analysis allows for reconstruction activity.
We continue with two configurations that have identical storage capacities. Suppose we utilize u e instances of the (A) configuration and u f of (B). Then, we require that
In other words, we have u e IIaTu f ; we consider an ensemble in which u e is 11 and u f is 6. The 11 (A) system configuration costs II Â 6RWY TUR 6SRTY RIR; each disk can service up to 16 streams for a total of IT Â TQ Â II IIHVV. The six (B) system configuration costs T Â 6TQY IIV 6QUVY UHV; each disk can service up to 12 streams for a total of T Â VR Â IP TY HRV. The per stream cost for the (A) system configuration is 6RWXPU and, for the, (B) system configuration 6TPXTI. We calculate the MTTDL for these systems: The Markov model representing the 11 (A) system configuration is given within Fig. 14. The Markov model representing the six (B) system configuration is given within Fig. 15 . The individual disk failure rate is !. The horizontal rows of states labeled I designate I groups each containing one failed disk; state F designates that at least one group contains at least two failed disks. w hv e is HXHPHRWa! and w hv f is HXHIUVHa!. The almost identical MTTDLs for these configurations are roughly 2 percent of the mean time to failure (MTTF) for a single disk. In this comparative example, the actual video capacity of the two configurations is identical, the MTTDL is essentially the same, and the cost per stream is much less within the SID-based data layout.
CONCLUSIONS
The SID data layout provides excellent performance for video servers as well as any other task characterized by large, fixed-size, and constant rate sequential accesses. A slice is large provided the sum of the rotational and seek latencies is less than the transfer time for the slice data object. The SID fault-free run-time performance is identical to that of RAID 5; since the access rate is constant, our performance measure is the minimal buffer size per stream required to maintain a given number of streams. The SID degraded mode run-time performance is much better than that of either RAID 3 or 5. One limiting aspect of SID runtime performance is the sum of the seek and rotational latencies. By raising the dispersal factor, we can diminish the data transfer times during degraded mode operation, but, eventually, the seek and rotational latencies dominate.
The benefits of contiguous data layout have been noted as well. We observe a severe penalty per stream as the number of accesses per parity fragment increases. Other data layout models, such as BIBD, often necessitate a noncontiguous data layout with resulting poor performance.
We have considered RAID 5 and SID data layouts with (as much as possible) identical redundancy ratios for our ªperformance results.º SID extends the domain of possible fault-tolerant video server designs considerably. SID obtains contiguous data layout and has excellent fault-free and degraded mode run-time performance.
Even with disk drives increasing their storage capacity, it will probably not be possible to store all desired videos within the video servers. But, since our video service is a read-only operation, we could include a tertiary near-line archive that would transfer videos to the server. We could permanently allocate some space to each cohort or have two modes of operation: ªnormalº as before and ªalmost normalº in which the number of clients serviced would be slightly diminished to allow for migration of video material from the archive. This variety of migration would be very straightforward without dynamic contingencies. Another approach would be ªjust in timeº delivery of the video material, which would require the tertiary archive to be capable of operating at a sufficiently rapid rate. In both situations, a key decision is what to overwrite. This topic is the subject for an expanded study.
